Abstract-An anisotropic shock filter is designed for edgepreserving enhancement of flow patterns in grayscale and color images. Edges are sharpened in the direction of the principal eigenvector of the structure tensor and gaps in lines are closed. The filter is applied to non-photorealistic enhancement of painting strokes and transforming photographs to oil-painting like images with active generation of flow patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is assumed in isotropic linear filters that signals vary continuously and isotropically in signal space. If signals involve jumps at edges, nonlinearity is needed, and anisotropy such as stripe patterns requires anisotropic extension of filter windows. Most nonlinear filters such as the bilateral filter [ I] are isotropic, and anisotropic filters such as the coherence-enhancing diffusion [2] , anisotropic diffusion [3] and anisotropic smoothing filter [6] are linear. In this paper, similarly to Weickert's extension[4] of the shock filter[5], we combine a nonlinear shock filter [5] with the anisotropic linear filter [6] for preserving edges and enhancing flow patterns in images. The anisotropic shock filter proposed in this paper is based ft = -sign(g,,)lVfl
where f r is the partial derivative af/at of image intensity f(x,y, t ) at a pixel x,y and a time t, lVfl is the amplitude of the intensity gradient: lVfl = ,/E + f where, e.g. fx = af/a,:, g is smoothed f and g,,, is the second derivative of g along the direction U which is the principal eigenvector of 2 x 2 matrix IC, * (VfVfr) where VfVfT is the structure tensor off:
and IG,, is a normalized isotropic Gaussian kernel (1 /Z)e-n(x'+J') and * denotes the convolution integral, i.e.
IC, * (VfVfT) is an isotropically smoothed structure tensor.
The initial value f ( x . y, 0) of (1) is set to an input image. At pixels where the second derivative g,,, of g along the direction of U is positive, i.e. g is convex along U , ft < 0, i.e. f decreases with time, while f increases at pixels where g is concave along U . This time evolution off steepens edges and f approaches gradually a locally piecewise constant image because f r becomes zero when the gradient [Vfl vanishes. The value o f f never exceed the local maximum and never decreases under the local minimum. This ensures the stability of the time evolution off according to ( I ) .
B. Directional Second Derivative
In Weickert[4] , g in (1) is isotropically smoothed f . In this paper, we smoothen f with the anisotropic smoothing filter [6] and use the smoothed f as g in (l), i.e. g = AGp * f where AGp is a normalized anisotropic Gaussian kernel:
where [x,y] A[x,ylT is a quadratic form whose 2 x 2 coefficient matrix A is an enhanced structure tensor:
where U and v are the first and the second eigenvectors of the isotropically smoothed structure tensor IC, * (V fvf'), and 2 and p are its scaled eigenvalues:
where y = 0.1,s = 1 and R and p are the first eigenvalue and the second one of IC,
We calculate the second spatial derivative g , , g, and g, of g and then its second derivative along the direction U is calculated as g,, = u:g, + 2u1u2gxy + u;gyJ where U I and ~2 are the first element and the second one of U: U = [ U I , ~21'. The eigenvalues R, p and the eigenvectors U , v are easy to be analytically calculated because the matrix is 2 x 2.
C. Color Image
Above description is for a monochromatic image where f is a scalar. For color images, f = [I-, g , b] and (1) is applied to r,g, and b respectively with common g,, which is the sum of the directional second derivatives of r, g and b. The use of common g,, for three channels induces the coincidence of edges in these three channels.
D. Numerical Scheme
In numerical implementation, spatial derivatives are approximated by finite difference operators with 3 x 3 masks and (1) is numerically integrated with the explicit Osher-Sethian upwind scheme [7] 
0-7803-8346-X/04/$20.00 0 2 0 0 4 IEEE In these equations, i and j are discrete spatial coordinates of pixels and 6 is a discretized time, i.e. t = & with a small steplength h = 0.3. gfiJ denotes the value of g,,, at the pixel (i,j) and the time hc. The initial value A(, ?) is set to an input image and we output the tenth iteration of the upwind scheme CO).
ENHANCEMENT OF FLOW PATTERNS
A monochromatic photograph of blood vessels in Fig. 1 (a) is enhanced with some filters. The output of the isotropic bilateral filter[ I ] is shown in Fig. 1 (b) where the central main limb is enhanced whereas branches around it are buried into background. Fig. 1 (c) illustrates the result of the anisotropic smoothing [6] where the limb as well as branches are clarified but their flow lines are deformed to smoother ones. The output of the proposed anisotropic shock filter is shown in Fig. 1 (d) where all vessels including miniature branches are enhanced. Another example for which the proposed filter is useful is an image including stripe patterns such as fingerprints shown in Fig.' ,(a) whose filtered result is illustrated in Fig.2(b) where noises are removed and some gaps are closed to connect lines.
IV. ENHANCEMENT OR GENERATION OF NON-PHOTOREALISTIC FLOW PATTERNS
A popular filter for visualization of flow patterns used in computer graphics is the line integral convolution (LIC) [8] which is an anisotropic linear smoothing filter with one-dimensional spatial windows. This filter is utilized for non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) of oil-painting images [9] . The anisotropic smoothing filter with two-dimensional windows has also been used for transforming photographs to oil-painting like images [6] . These filters are anisotropic but linear hence flows are only smoothed without enhancement.
In this section, we apply the proposed anisotropic shock filter to the non-photorealistic rendering of oil-painting like color images.
A. Enhancernent of Oil-Painting Strokes
Some painters typified by Vincent van Gogh accentuate image impression with flow-like strokes of paintbrush. Hence we can strengthen their impression by enhancing such flow-like patterns in images. The output of the anisotropic shock filter for a photograph of "The Church at Aurvers-sur-Oise" by van Gogh in Fig.3(a) is illustrated in Fig.3(b) where strokes are enhanced and impasto of oil-paints is enhanced as seen in the upper dark sky area.
V. GENERATION OF FLOW PATTERNS FOR NPR
The proposed anisotropic shock filter can transform random fine textures to flow patterns as seen in the cherry blossom area in Fig.5 which is filtered image of Fig.4 . In Fig.5 , however, no flow pattern is generated in the sky area where color is uniform in the original image in Fig.4 . Hence active generation of How patterns even in such textureless regions is needed for NPR of oil-painting like images. Generated strokes should not cross object edges as is seen in real oil-painting pictures, while the strokes in [9] violates this rule. For this purpose, we add random noises on the original image and the anisotropic shock filter is applied to it. In addition to noises, the direction of flows is needed at each pixel. The gradient of the original image gives no information on the orientation at pixels in uniform color regions. Hence we determine it here on the basis of the distance of each pixel from the nearest edge. We extract dominant edges from original image and calculate the distance transorm of the extracted edges. A fast algorithm [lO] is employed for computing the Euclidean distance transform. We smooth anisotropically a random noise with the direction perpendicular to the gradient of the distance transform image and this smoothed noise is added to the original image which is then processed with the proposed filter. The amplitude of noises is proportional to the distance from the nearest edge and the smoothing parameters a and p are inversely proportional to the distance. The generated flow strokes are then thin near edges and becomes thicker apart from them. A photograph in Fig.6 is transformed to Fig.7 with this procedure. Flow patterns like oil-painting strokes are generated over entire image including the sky area. Edges of objects are preserved owing to thin flows along them. Fig.9 is another example of the output of the present procedure applied to the image "Lena" in Fig.8 .
VI. CONCLUSION
The anisotropic shock filter has been proposed for enhancement of flow patterns in photographs and has been applied to NPR transformation of color photographs to oil-painting like images. Though impressive similarity of the transformation result to real oil-painting pictures is not sufficiently high yet, the proposed method is valuable as a basic device for a new artificial NPR filter. Phys., 79, pp.12-49, 1988 . B. Cabral and C. Leedem, "Imaging vector fields using line integral convolution," Roc. SIGGRAPH, pp.263-270, 1993 . C.-M. Wang and J . 3 . Lee, "Using ilic algorithm for an impressionist effect and stylized virtual environments," J. Vis. Lang., Comput., 14, m.255-274.2003 . pp.115-120,2004. .. 
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